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Image: Lisa Fotios (Pexels)Here at Lifehacker, we are endlessly inundated with tips on how to live a more optimized life, but not all tips are created equal. The best ones are the ones that stick; Here are the tips with the greatest durability, according to Reddit.You may not be familiar with subreddit/r/LifeProTips, but this is where people go to give up useful tips on how to negotiate
issues both urgent and trivial. You can just search for top-rated or most commented posts, but sometimes that rating system correlates with how intensely the Redditor offer is being mocked. Fortunately, on /r/AskReddit, Redditor u/Zach_the_muffin asked: What 'Life Pro Tip' did you learn from Reddit that you still use every time the situation presents itself? Here are the most useful
and used tips out there (at the moment). FoodThese hacks are probably memorable for their simplicity, like u/Almidas crack hard nuts: Using pistachio shells to open very hard pistachios. And how u/Serath62 heats the dish: When microwaved food (casserole, pasta, etc.), make it in the shape of a ring or doughnut, basically, it is hollowed out in the middle. It heats up much faster
and more evenly. And this tip from u/oxfouzer that I can't believe works: Open the bag of crisps and roll the bottom so it creates its own standing bowl. People are always impressed. G/O Media can get a commissionmario Kart Live: Home CircuitLanguageA many people have learned phrases or paraphrase things to get what they want or make the conversation go much better.
For example, u/joemac1505 learned diplomacy: Instead of saying what I know, say you're right. When it comes to making an apology, take this advice from u/zazzlekdazzle: It's ok to add an explanation after an apology, but don't preface it with but because then it just sounds like you're trying to make excuses. And this advice about what not to say to be kind comes from
u/ShadowShot05: Don't make fun of people's laughter. I literally saw the joy of leaving a man's face after joking about someone laughing. I'm sad to think about it. If you can't get someone to stop talking, take this advice from u/twopacktuesday: If someone doesn't shut up, drop something, they'll pause when you go to pick it up. Use this opportunity to talk as you pick up everything
you have fallen. CleaningThe common theme tips for cleaning seem to be just freaking out to do it, and keep it simple. A little adds, even if you only clean for ten minutes, as u/mystifiedmeg explained: Install a timer for 10 minutes every time I go through the front door to clean/clean. Stops its creation and goes very fast, so don't feel like a chore. MoneyThere has a lot of
psychological advice that help when you don't want to, save money or be humble with it. This one of u/macabremaven makes sense if you need to get over impulse buying and fear savings accounts: My favorite was if I plan on buying a purchase but at the last minute to make a decision against him, still take the money and put it into savings. Even if it's $5-$10. I was willing to
spend the money anyway so why not save it. It really helped me create a little savings last year. This trick from u/-eDgAR- may not always work, since some services don't accept prepaid gift cards, but it's honestly worth a shot: If you get a prepaid Visa gift card, save it with as $1 or $2 and use it to sign up for free tests without worrying about using an actual credit card. EmailThere
so many emails that I sent and then felt regret. If only I had these tips like this one from u/sweadle: Set up undo on Gmail, so you have 30 seconds to unsubscribe from email after hitting the send. It's stupid that a kick send is a thing necessary for me to realize that I've forgotten, or that I don't want to send it. But I use it all the time. Or from u/million_monkeys, on sending things by
accident: Not feeding in the 'To' box in the email until I am completely done with email. Saved me a lot of poorly written letters, half ready letters, and letters that I never sent because I had time to think better about it. The order in which you do things with e-mail can make or break you; u/lllola noted that they always attach the necessary attachments before creating their written
message, so they don't accidentally send a cover letter without an attached resume. RomanceThere seems to have many ways to indicate an interest in someone other than to say it out loud, maybe it's a Reddit thing? Anyway, here's how you linger in a moment with someone you like, according to you/variablesuckage (which can be seen as creeping into their office): never the
first, to break the hug of someone you're interested in, if you wisely refrain from invading someone's personal space, here's a hands-off approach to saying if someone loves you, from u/donglosaur: Once upon a time I remember reading a thread about the signs that someone is interested in you, the one that I remember most clearly that they'll look at you if they see or hear
something funny. This helped me solve just one potentially uncomfortable situation in my life, making it the most rewarding piece of advice I've ever received from Reddit. And as soon as you seal the deal? it's the right order for date night, or so says u/Zero_Vi_Britania: Always go see the movie and then get dinner so you can talk about the movie afterwards. I love it. It makes me a
lot more comfortable on dates. MiscellaneousJust dropping this here from u/repliers_beware: Can't believe I went 28 years of my life before finally finding out on Reddit... If you cheeks as you sit down, you have a lot less wiping the doWelcome to a whole new world, friends. What Life Pro Tip have you learned from Reddit that you still use every time the situation presents itself?
AskReddit For creative and non-creative, well, there is a lot to learn from authors. Contrary to the stereotype, the author's life is more than just just and a latte. There are tales of rags to riches as well as richness in rags. Some find success, others crash and burn, but there is always wisdom and advice to be gleaned. If the Reddit AMA concept is new to you, you are in for a treat.
The Ask Me Something format allows ordinary people, like you and me, to ask questions of interesting people. It's kind of a crowdsourcing interview. For example, check out these games developer AMAs. Some of the best AMAs on Reddit involved authors. Follow what they said. It just might change your life. Dan Brown's Dan Brown, author best known for the da Vinci code, is
rarely taken seriously in the world of literature. His writing has been criticized for being both clumsy and pulpy but he doesn't allow that bothering him. Instead, he writes what he likes to write - critics will be damned - and most amateur creatives will benefit from taking a similar attitude. The question: Your work receives a lot of criticism from the world of literary experts, and yet is
incredibly well received in the market. Ignoring both your critics and your financial success, what was the most rewarding aspect of your career as a writer? People for whom creativity is a profession have no choice but to take a light-spoken view from their critics. The alternative is to care deeply what people think... and thus lose all spontaneity and creativity. Yes, I wish everyone
loved the books that I write, but that's not how it works for me... or any author, for that matter. When you're a creative person - whether it's a writer, artist or composer - all you need is to guide the process to your own taste. You create a novel/painting/symphony that you like and then you pray like hell that someone shares your taste. What can you say to those who are afraid to
create? Create something and throw it away before anyone can see it. Repeat until you create something you can't throw away. Lauren Myracle How would he feel like the most banned author in the United States? Not many can claim a title like that, but Lauren Myracle has earned it and wears it with pride. During 2009 and 2011, her books were challenged by libraries across the
country on issues related to adolescent sexuality and alcohol use. The question is: What do you think of National Roman Writing Month? Do you think it would be good to do something similar in schools? , NaNoWriMo. Do you know who is swinging with NaNoWriMo? Joe Knowles, another of my kidney authors whom I admire beyond belief. I'm totally behind NaNoWriMo. I usually
use it as a get booty in a transfer tool, although I've never written a full novel during this month of November hell yes, do it in schools! Note: If National Novel Writing Month is what interests you, check out our guide to the successful NaNoWriMo! The question is: I don't understand who forbids your Schools, libraries? I'm very shocked that this is happening, it's not something I've
encountered in my school education. I'm sorry you had to deal with it, to deal with it, so strange what will happen today. Yes. This is perplexing. Many people have no idea that the book ban is still going on. Look at ALA and censorship and you get all kinds of amazing articles, resources and information about the craziness that happens when adults (usually they are adults) see
the book and say: I want to get off the shelf now! I think it all comes down to fear, really. Adults want their children to be safe. They want to keep them in the bubble of all the good things. I understand. But the real world is not so simple ... and, in my opinion, books are amazing resources that allow teens (and adults) to educate themselves and think things for themselves. James
Altucher James Altucher is a determined entrepreneur who just won't stay down. He founded 20 companies (of which 17 failed) and published 11 books, including Select Yourself, a new perspective on how to approach life at a time when the notion of financial security is becoming increasingly out of reach of myth. The question: You said you blew all your money on expensive toys,
trips, and bad ideas. What was the idea of WORST? 1) Buying a house. People always forget: a) The house is an illiquid investment, so you can't get your money back when you need it most, b) there are millions of hidden costs when you buy a house, in) the bank owns your home, not you; When you sell your soul to the bank, you reap what you eat, d) choosing yourself requires
freedom. White picket fence becomes a prison bar.2) I put $2mm into a wireless device company that doesn't work. But overall I kept doubling down everywhere because it wasn't a single bad investment, but the psychology that I needed more to be happy. Choosing yourself requires a philosophy that LESS actually creates abundance in life. The question is: Do you have any
advice for someone going into the business world? What type of degrees would be good, which colleges in the country are good, etc.? Forget everything you're talking about. Forget those words: business world, degrees, colleges, hard. Here's what you do: every day you try to figure out ten ideas that will create value for people. You have to build an idea of muscle or atrophy like
any other muscle. The school doesn't do that. Your brain's atrophy school. Don't expect your ideas to be good. In about six months, they'll start to be good. Become a machine of ideas. Help people. You end up charging people to help them. Take a full-time job so you can earn money while you build your muscle idea. Bring each other 2-10 people a day who you think can help
each other. Create your network this way. Delivery cost. It's your schooling. Nothing else will ever work. David Sedaris, also known as America's most beloved author, David Sedaris has captured the hearts of millions of people with his humorous Style. He has an open book with his theme (no pun intended), often venturing into the issues of his family life, education and upbringing
in a charming yet self-deprecating way. Q: Q: the meanest thing you've ever said to anyone, including yourself? I hope you die alone. I told my dad that when I was 13. And I've been thinking about it ever since. I don't think he remembers it because as a parent of six kids, you'll hear a lot of these things. But I'm afraid my father will die alone. And... I will have to think about the
terrible things I said for the rest of my life. The question is: I'm very curious, did you write an essay about the application of college? Any advice for writing a story that portrays itself as an honest member of society but not entirely uninteresting? I think it's hard in letters like that... I think it's really hard to sound like you when you're under pressure, you're trying to sound like someone
who's smarter than you, or the more experienced you are. You just run into this- you start writing and you think: Who is this person? You're afraid of being too random because you don't want it to seem to you anyway. So you end up just boring them to death. I would start by writing for adults, maybe a high school teacher, or maybe an aunt or uncle, and write and tell them why you
want to go to a particular university. Then write your letter to the university and put these 2 versions in front of you and look at the difference between these 2 things. Malcolm Gladwell Have You Heard about the 10,000 hours rule? In short, if you want to become an expert in this field, an important factor is the willingness to put in 10,000 hours of productive practice. Malcolm
Gladwell is often credited as a pioneer of theory in Emissions, although he admits that most people misunderstand what theory actually means. The question is: What is the most common misunderstanding you encounter with people reading emissions? From my experience, people take 10,000 hours of rule as a guarantee of success while I feel a lot depends on the circumstances
where you were born, etc. agree? Yes. There is a lot of confusion about the 10,000 rule that I am talking about in emissions. This is not the case with sport. And practice is not a prerequisite for success. I could play chess for 100 years and I would never be a grandmaster. The point is simply that natural ability requires a huge investment of time in order to be explicit. Unfortunately,
sometimes complex ideas are over-enhanced in translation. What was your experience with The Glenn Beck Program? A lot of people wondered why I went to The Glenn Beck Show. I don't agree with much of what he says. But I was curious to meet him. And my main position in the world is that the most interesting thing you can do is talk to someone who you think is different
from you and try to find common ground. And what happened! We did. Actually, we had a great conversation. Unlike most people who interviewed me for David and Goliath, he read the whole book and thought about it a lot. My lesson from If you never leave a small convenient ideological circle that belong, you will never evolve as a human being. John Osborne While we often
seek to someone who forge their own rags to the richness of the story, John Osborne is a prime example of someone who has gone in the opposite direction. His two debut novels earned $500,000 in advance, but performed so badly that it was removed by his publishers. He then turned to a self-published publication that was also bombed. Fiction is a tough business. The
question is: You said how you got such a huge amount of money for your first books, but why do you think so many people believe that you will sell so well when you didn't? I think it was the idea of a story for the first book that got people excited. Basically, a serial killer who recreates the actual serial murders of the killer, but fixes the bugs that got them caught. Maybe it's my letter
that wasn't good enough to make the most of the idea. My best advice for a young writer is to have your book sit for about six weeks or so after it ends. I know it's hard to do, but you'll be surprised how much better you can do it once you look at it with a couple of fresh eyes. The question is: So what are you doing now besides writing e-books? Accommodation at the expense of
$500,000 in advance? This is a good question that will allow me to post a warning to others not to be as stupid as I was. I am currently looking for a job because the day I got my first contract I quit my job as a newspaper reporter. It's always been my dream not to work regularly, but 500K is almost gone now. Taxes and agency fees ate a significant portion of it, and, living for four
years, supporting five other people ate the rest. So far the only interview I've had in the newspaper is I quit smoking. Writing jobs are few and far between, so if you have one, hold on to it! Learn more from Reddit AMAs are great, but Reddit offers a lot more in terms of interesting content. If you've never used it before, get started with our guide on Reddit. Beware that you may find
yourself addicted to the site, so guard yourself with these tips on using Reddit productively. Finally, don't make these content submission mistakes! Have you encountered any other interesting AMAs authors on Reddit? We just scratched the surface so that anything you can add will be highly appreciated. Share the comment with us below! Image Credits: Dan Brown Via Lo
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